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The Tin Mine Landscapes are arguably Eric Peris’s most significant contribution to Malaysian art history. The series, taken in the late 1970s, originally numbered forty one 
images which were published in a book by the same name in 1980. Twenty three images from the published series survived and were transferred, fortunately,  into digital 
format. Fortunately - because the original negatives have disintegrated . The digital transfer not only rescued memory and narrative, but also provides a contemporary 
format for these iconic works. TheTin Mine Landscapes are printed in an Edition of 10, in C-Type print,at sizing  of 54in x 38in or 27in x 19in.  

The  body of work is significant for a number of reasons, not least of which is strong aesthetic content. The images speak to the history of a nation, since a significant 
portion of the region's early wealth and thus nation building resources, was derived from tin mines. These landscapes have been lost to development, and thus ironically, 
continuing economic wealth has contributed to their erasure. The concept of Impermanence (or ‘Anicca’ as it is termed in Buddhism) has been explored repeatedly in this 
body of work and throughout Peris’s expansive and illustrious career.

The clarity and tranquility of the images indicate Peris‘s state of mind at the time of photographing. He embarked on a journey,specifically to photograph these landscapes, 
soon after the death of his mentor and hero, his father. This emotional passage of the young Peris was one of the factors that perhaps operated to create a brilliance in 
these works - in the stillness and movement, the clarity of the light and the meditative quality of the images. Found in these works are themes of abandonment, 
rejuvenation, preservation and extinction.

They are presented for the first time since their capture, as a series, in this exhibition. The format of this document incorporates some contemplative references from Eric 
Peris’s original Tin Mine Landscapes publication (published in 1980 and now out of print).  

We look forward to sharing these valuable works and reflections with you.    

SHALINI  GANENDRA 
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Reviewing the Tin Mine Landscapes Experience

Tin Mine landscapes are man-made.

As the dredges, monitor-pumps and palongs move along areas buried with rich tin ore, they leave behind a destroyed landscape of mining pools, sand dunes and displaced 
vegetation. Being a tropical country, lots of rain and sun, Mother Nature goes to reclaim the damaged land and its vegetation.

With the rains the ponds get filled with more water and out of this grow a wide variety of plant-life and other green shrubs, like water hyacinth, large and small reeds and a 
wide variety of hydrophytes, all working together to rebuild what was lost by the dredging.

In time, the ponds will display the lotus flowers and other plant-life.  Soon we see signs of fish, other water creatures and plant life. Soon, you find amateur anglers trying 
their hand at some fishing.

The tin mines are very hot during the day and at night very cold.

The landscapes of tin mines have a beauty all their own. One has to walk deep into the abandoned mines to really enjoy and be greeted with stunning images.
At the break of dawn, right through till sunset, you will be entertained at the hands of Mother Nature as she reveals the destroyed terrain, still having a beauty all its own. 

The abundant material in Tin Mine is sand. A common sight are sand dunes that glow harsh white in the strong sun of the day. Some of them rise to over 30 feet.
Wind and rain carve the sides of the dune. This erosion will continue until shrubs, creepers and other vegetation gain a firm hold of the dune.
The abundant available sand is used to surface access roads to active mining areas.

As you walk around the mines you are treated to some very unusual images. 
Cone-shaped islands of sand in newly formed mining pools with interesting reflections in still water.
A pond covered by brilliant bursts of water-hyacinth (Keladi Bunting) glowing in the morning sun. A green carpet with its bright, mauve flowers greets you.
You see over-eight-foot-tall reeds bordering large ponds. 
Spiky hydrophytes such as Bog Bulrush (Rumput Kelulut) grow suspended in mud shallow pools.
Walk further into the mines and you might just come across an almost circular island of lush green tiger tongue grass near the water’s edge of abandoned pools. 
It is a photographer’s delight. Subject matter of interest is all around you. As you walk further in you are greeted by more unusual images, plant-life and interesting large 
sand dune formations.

One has to be careful walking in tin mines. Some areas just give way to slight pressure - mud cracks that invite one to walk further in to explore can be dangerous.
A cow-herd told me that a safe way to walk through a tin mine is to follow the trail of the “cow-dung”.
These animals do not walk into dangerous land forms. They keep well away from soft ground that would cause their legs to sink.
One has to make several trips to just get a feel of the place. From one mining area you have to explore other mining sites.

My work covers Selangor and the Kinta Valley of Perak. These include  small and large mines on either side of the main highway from Kuala Lumpur to the Kinta Valley.
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My whole concept of photographing the Tin Mines was to capture landscape.  Also to dedicate the work to the memory of my late father, O. Don Peris, an 
accomplished painter and sculptor.   He was the Royal Artist for the Johor royalty in the 1920s  and his life and work greatly influenced my own development in 
photography.

Working on my off days from work it took me about five years to record as much of the landscape as  I could.

Today, most of the areas I covered have changed. You see no trace at all of mining.  Perhaps, an abandoned dredge or palong.

There is still some tin being mined today, but not in the way it was when Malaysia was the world’s number one tin producer - some forty five years ago.

Eric Peris
January, 2013
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INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES
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A common sight in many parts of the Kinta Valley.
The shed in the foreground houses a diesel motor
that pumps water to the monitors.

A palong located next to a kampung:



8Palong next to a small village hut in the Kinta Valley, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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Dredging does not end at sunset.
The powerful lights of the dredge are
switched on and work continues through the night.
Anglers sometimes take advantage of the lights to do that much more
fishing.



10Miner at rest next to the Palong, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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The sludge of earth and water that is pumped
up to the palong cascades down wooden channels.
The heavy ore sediment sinks down and is trapped
in the stops while the sandy water continues downward..



12Palong cascades, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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VEGETATION
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Islands of Tiger Tongue Grass form in
shallow pools over slime retention areas.
They soon give way to shrubs such as the
Singapore Rhododendron.



15A path of Tiger Tongue into the middle of the pool, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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Clay masses scattered over sandy tailings,
retain moisture and support a profuse growth of pink
Eragrostis (Rumput Kulam Padang).
Rhododendrons and sometimes Carpet
Grasses may also thrive in these soil conditions..



17Pink Eragrostis, Rhododendron and Carpet Grass – Wild Landscapes, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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These are flower sprays of a pure form
of the Common Reed (Phragmites Communis),
which form an attractive site for birds that
bring seeds of tree species for the next stage of
Succession, as Nature reclaims the land.



19Common Reeds, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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An almost perfect circular island of lush green Tiger Tongue Grass near the
water’s edge. This grass thrives in tight close-knit clusters in shallow slime
retention areas. The isolated shoots in the foreground are Bog Bulrush.



21Island of Tiger Tongue Grass near the water’s edge, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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Tiny flowers of a variety of hydrophytes,
highlighted by the evening sun, float
like myriad yellow dots in the centre
of the pool.



23Tiny Hydrophytes in the evening sun, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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Tall reeds (Rumput Gedabong) border
an expanse of water hyacinth.
These reeds may grow up to twenty feet in height
and form a natural nesting ground for certain
species of birds. Rising above the reeds to the left
is a sand dune formed by dumped tin tailings.



25Rumput Gedabong and water hyacinth, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



Brilliant bursts of water hyacinth
(Keladi Bunting) glow in the morning sun.
They grow in abundance across
the water surface like a green carpet
splattered with mauve flowers.
Water hyacinth often develop in water
that collects over shallow depressions
with clayey substratum.
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27Garden of Water Hyacinth, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



EARTH - Sand Dunes
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A Grand Canyon-like vista wrought
by severe erosion in ex-mining land.
The distinct mine-level line of thick
shrub demarcates the plateau of the
first layer of dumped tailings.
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30Sand Mountains, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



Little mounds of dumped tin tailings
form a vanilla-mousse effect. These
are recently dumped and vegetation is
yet to take root.
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32Discarded Tin Tailings, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



Cone-shaped island of sand in a
newly formed mining pool are reflected
in the still waters. Rains and the rising
water-line will soon submerge and
disperse the island of sand.
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34Sand Dune, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



Sandstone humps against a stormy skyline.
The supportive shrub vegetation progressively
lace the sand surface holding the soil in place.
The rain storms would otherwise rapidly
wash the mounds away.
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36Sand Mountains, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



The abundantly available sand is used
to surface access roads into active
mining areas. Tractors and lorries
leave distinct tracks over the sand
surface.
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38Tracks in the Sand, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



EARTH - Mud Patterns
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As the mud banks continues to lose
moisture through evaporation, the
fine cracks widen and the crust
hardens. Secondary cracks begin to
appear as the thin top layers break-up.
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41Jigsaw Mud Bank, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



A shimmering island of sand stands
isolated amid a vast surround of dry
mud clusters. With continuing erosion
by the elements, this mound will
be washed down and the sand
dispersed into the mud.
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43Sand Stands and Mud Clusters, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



The fine mud surface at the edge of the
pool cracks up like a jig-saw puzzle as
the water evaporates. The smooth
sheen is inviting but dangerous.
Runners and little weeds have already
taken root in the first stages of
colonization by vegetation.
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45A drying pool leaves a mosaic of design, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



EARTH - Rock Formations
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Laterite dunes are less common than
sand dunes in mining areas.
The alternating pebble and earth
surface creates a zebra-like design.
The topsoil is usually unfavourable
to vegetation.
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48Laterite Dunes, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



The sub-surface limestone rock level
forms the farthest excavation point of
most tin-mine operations. The massive
exposed rock face creates striking cliff-like
aspects above the mining pool.
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50Limestone cliffs in a mining pool, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



LIFE
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While the palong activity continues
in the distance, dulang washers in the
foreground use pans to separate ore-rich
earth on the same principle, from
the ponds and rivulets.
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53Dulang Washers, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



SILHOUETTES
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The dredge, the palong and the
undulating hills, form the common
skyline of tine mines. The dredge, like
a floating dock, is tugged by cables to
the required mining area through a
series of interlocking pools.
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56Tin Mine Skylines – The dredge, palong, and undulating hills, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print



The mine worker rests his tired body
as the sun sets. Water from the palong
gushes down an outlet pipe, carrying
with it sand and mud, flowing through
the wooden guide walls out to a
containment area.
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58Miner at rest next to the Palong, Ed. 10, C-Type digital print
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